
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

AMR ENTERPRISE SUPPLY CHAIN LEADERS

As a supply chain executive today, you face a wide variety of challenges spanning business, staff, technology  
and personal development issues—all with the goal of driving profitable growth. Given increasing demands and  
shrinking timelines and resources, you need specialized insight to maximize your returns and minimize your  
risks. AMR Enterprise Supply Chain Leaders provides you with the valuable tools, in-depth insight and personal 
support you need to deliver cost-effective improvements and demonstrable business results.

PERSONALIZE YOUR SERVICE DELIVERY

Your dedicated service delivery team is your single 
point of access to the vast resources available to 
you. The team’s mission is to help you leverage AMR, 
Gartner and peer resources to reach your personal 
and professional goals.

• Your highly experienced leadership partner is a 
trusted coach and sounding board who meets with 
you regularly, builds a custom prioritized value plan 
and facilitates your interactions with the analyst peer 
communities.

• Your client manager helps you navigate AMR and 
Gartner resources and maximize the value of your 
membership.

BENEFIT FROM FOCUSED RESEARCH AND 
PEER INSIGHTS

AMR and Gartner analysts have a depth and breadth 
of supply chain expertise you won’t find anywhere 
else, delivering objective insight and fact-based best 
practices to help you improve, innovate and transform 
your global supply chain. And by collaborating with our 
community of senior supply chain leaders, you can:

• Share real-world experiences around critical success 
factors and common pitfalls

• Validate and refine current approaches, and develop 
new ones where none exist

• Exchange ideas, tips, techniques and tactics

• Compare how others use supply chain technologies 
to drive better business results

• Understand how to measure, monitor and 
manage mission-critical initiatives to drive constant 
improvement



SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT KEY 
INITIATIVES

All your initiatives are important, but some 
are mission-critical. We deliver targeted 
insight to fulfill your most important 
initiatives, efficiently and cost-effectively. 

INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC INSIGHT

We offer industry-focused guidance for 
a wide range of industries, and in-depth 
insight in eight key verticals: 

• Aerospace and defense

• Automotive

• Consumer products

• Chemical and process manufacturing

• Healthcare and life sciences

• High-tech manufacturing

• Industrial manufacturing

• Retail

AMR SUPPLY CHAIN TOP 25

Every year, we identify the companies that 
best exemplify the demand-driven ideal 
for supply chain management, highlighting 
valuable best practices and strategies.

AMR HIERARCHY OF METRICS

Our proprietary metrics hierarchy helps you 
assess, diagnose and correct root causes 
of suboptimal supply chain performance, 
with three levels of interdependent metrics 
that drive productivity and profitability.

AMR SUPPLY CHAIN EXECUTIVE 
CONFERENCE

The AMR Supply Chain Executive 
Conference brings together global  
supply chain professionals from  
multiple industries to learn how to  
drive demonstrable business results  
with smarter, more connected and  
more sustainable supply chains.

For more information, contact Ken Ruggles at +1 617 350 1708 or ken.ruggles@gartner.com.

SET A SMART COURSE AND DELIVER ON YOUR AGENDA

Ensure that you are “doing the right things right” and executing effectively, with the ongoing 
support of an array of valuable resources: 

Personalized service delivery

• On-site personalized coaching from an experienced leadership partner

• Assigned client manager who gets you what you need, when you need it

• Custom member value plan to maximize the value you receive

• Member-specified delegate to participate in events when you cannot 

A community of experienced peers

• One-and-a-half-day member forums held twice a year

• Bimonthly Web conferences

• Ongoing facilitated peer networking

• One complimentary AMR event ticket

Member-driven content

• Member-driven research and tools

• Exclusive community portal

Role-specific insights

• Access to AMR Supply Chain Leaders Web pages

• Access to AMR Industry Value Chain Research

• Unlimited inquiry with AMR and Gartner supply chain analysts
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